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Today’s session

1

Get to know Boing and how it can help you deliver PE

2

Explore how play can support physical literacy development

3

Explore the power of purposeful environment design 







How do you feel 

about delivering fun 

PE at the moment? 



Today’s story

Play
Purposeful

Environment 
Design

Physical 
literacyUsing... to develop... by deploying...



Play



Physical literacy

What 

The embodied knowledge of yourself, the world 
around you and the way you move through it. 

Why

Find your way through the world with creativity, 
competency and confidence. 

When and how

It’s a lifelong journey of collecting movement 
experiences!







“Our learners will only be as good as 

the problems they interact with”



Environment design

Being an architect

Always ask does the environment offer, invite 

and/or encourage children to explore the 

opportunities for imaginative action related to 

the current development focus?



Hungry snakes

Set up

Create a square - 20 x 20 metres

All players to spread out inside 
holding a sash

Two players hold one sash together, 
and a ball, they are the hungry 
snake

Aim

Be the last player not caught by the 
snake

Rules

The snake must stay connected at 
all times

Outside the square is ‘out of bounds’

Play

The snake tries to tag players by tapping 
them with the ball

If a player is tagged, they join the front of 
the snake and take the ball

End

One player left, not in the snake



Outnumbered

Set up

2 squares, one small one in the 
middle of a large one

2 balls in the large square

2 players in the large square, all 
other players in the small square

Aim

Be the last person in the small 
square

Rules

Only throw the ball below the knees

Players cannot leave the large 
square unless its to collect a ball.

Play

Players in the large square throw balls at 
players in the small square

If a player is hit below the knee they 
leave the small square and join the 
team in the large square

End

One play left in the small square



Bears in the woods

Set up

Create a small rectangle (bear den)

Spots everywhere

Objects around the spots (food)

All players except two in the bears 
den (bears) 

Two players on the spots (hunters)

Aim

Collect all the food back into the 
bear den as quick as possible

Rules

Only jump on the drum beat

Only one piece of food at a time

Fall off a spot, go back to the den and start 
again

Play

Bears and hunters jump from spot to spot

Collect food, drop it off, go back out

If tagged by a hunter, drop any food, go 
back and start again

End

All bear food collected back to the bear 
den



What elements of physical literacy might we have been developing?

What changes to the environment did I make to focus on [insert specific element]?

What aspects  of the environment design invited other imaginative solutions for you?

How would you have changed it?



The secret

Create environments that invite children to solve problems and offer 

them with opportunities to act with imagination around a specific 

learning outcome. 

And...do it by doing as little as we can but with as much purpose as 

possible. 



Being an architect
Boundaries

Space

Scoring

Consequence

Number of players

Time limits

Rules

Equipment

Missions and challenges

Build and adapt 
environment with purpose so 

it:

Give players loads of 
different goes

Drives the outcome you 
want by making it the 

answer

Presents loads of different 
ways to play and solve the 

problem



Give it a go! 

1. Find three more PlayGames and try them out (here).

2. Share the PlayTank with others (here).

3. Find the teaching Boing Card (here) and 

use it to support you plan, deliver 

and reflect on a session.

https://www.boingkids.co.uk/boing-for-coaches.html
http://www.boingplaytank.co.uk
http://www.boingplaytank.co.uk/uploads/7/1/7/6/71766139/teaching_boing.pdf


Explore the world of Boing

1 2

PlayGames, Curriculum
 and Resources

Go to 

www.boingplaytank.co.uk

PlayVentures and 
training courses

Visit 

www.boingkids.co.uk/courses

Email 

Craig@boingkids.co.uk

Or 

Sfenlon@leapwithus.org


